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Mine 12 Billionaire Romance Books Bundle
New York Times best-selling author Cynthia Eden continues her dark and sexy “Mine”
romantic suspense series with…MINE TO CRAVE. HE TAKES WHAT HE WANTS.
From the moment that billionaire casino owner Drake Archer sees Jasmine Bennett,
he’s obsessed. Consumed by desire for the mysterious redhead, Drake will do
anything necessary to claim her. Yet as desire rages between them, danger is stalking
ever closer. Drake’s past isn’t dead, and the ex-Special Forces agent will soon have to
face the ghosts he left behind. SHE’S HIDING SECRETS. Jasmine isn’t who she
pretends to be. She’s a woman on a mission—and she’s supposed to be stealing
secrets from the mysterious Drake. Falling for him isn’t on her agenda, but when lust
and love tangle together, all the rules get broken. AN ENEMY IS CLOSING IN… When
Drake learns of Jasmine’s betrayal…all hell breaks loose. He knows that he should turn
his back on her, but it’s too late for him. He can’t let her go, but he can teach her a
lesson. No one betrays him…not without paying a heavy price. Drake will destroy all of
the enemies on his trail, he’ll bury his past, and he’ll teach Jasmine to want only
him…just as much as he craves her. Author's Note: MINE TO CRAVE is a sexy adult
romance novel--as such, it contains explicit language, dangerous scenes, and steamy
encounters. Please consider yourself warned. Other Books In Cynthia Eden's "Mine"
Series: MINE TO TAKE - Book One MINE TO KEEP - Book Two MINE TO HOLD Page 1/24
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Book Three MINE TO CRAVE - Book Four MINE TO HAVE - Book Five
Greek Billionaires are no ordinary BillionairesHer Greek Protector is a Greek Billionaire
Romance Collection! This 2 books series features the hottest Greek billionaire's, never
before experienced Greek, and some steamy romance. Order now for 70% discount on
$3.00, to get this collection for JUST $0.99!Her Greek Protector: I'm trying to be strong,
but he's hard to resist...Our passion is overflowing. How can I tell him no when I'm
raising our son?He makes me forget all the reasons I should be careful... almost.I can't
because he left me without saying a word. I can't because I know he'll hurt me again.
But, the truth is his blue eyes make me melt. And the billion dollar inheritance? Well,
that's just a bonus.Buy this collection to experience a Greek Billionaire romance like
never before. Her Greek Protector is a collection of 2 books each a steaming hot
romance, that has a super-sweet climax and a guaranteed HEA!
More billionaire rom com? Yes, please! Andrew and Amanda tie the knot in book 12
(Shopping for a CEO’s Wife) with a wacky wedding, billionaire adventures, and a
surprise twist. Shannon and Declan make a baby in book 13 (Shopping for a
Billionaire’s Baby) with a cameo from another series, a baby born in the most
embarrassing way ever (hey, it's Shannon...), and Declan comes to the rescue to
protect and help his true love. Andrew and Amanda have a billionaire prepper
honeymoon (a WHAT?) in book 14 (Shopping for a CEO’s Honeymoon) in Julia Kent's
New York Times bestselling romantic comedy series. Grab this boxed set of laughter,
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heartwarming love, and read all the antics in the Shopping for a Billionaire world.
Derek Titan is a cutthroat business man that reached his way to the top without looking
back once. He left his poor roots behind, and now is seeking revenge for the girl that
not only got away, but took the last of his trust with her. Jasmine Freeman had loved
Derek with a teenager's naivet and because her father lied to her, she spent ten years
thinking he had left her, and she has a secret that he is about to find out. When Derek
takes over Jasmine's father's company, they will be together for the first time in ten
years and their passion will rekindle. Derek is determined to have Jasmine, and she is
determined to fight him, but in the end there is not much that can extinguish the blaze of
passion between them. Take the journey with Derek and Jasmine, and Derek's cousins
who bring humor, love, and character to the story. You will fall in love with Derek and
then want to read about his cousin's Drew and Ryan.
I had the perfect plan to get back at my biggest enemy. Kidnap his daughter. The club
made it look like she'd gone on a retreat. But instead, she was here. In my possession.
Her big green eyes begged me for mercy. She knew I wasn't going to let her go. I'd
fallen in love with her. Her soft skin had become my obsession. Would she return back
to me if I let her escape?
Alex Anderson is a confirmed bachelor who loves to travel all around the globe and
romance as many woman as possible. That is until he meets Jessica Sanders.
This thing between us started out as purely physical, driven by lust and desire. I thought
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I knew what I wanted. I thought I could keep myself from falling but now, I can only
hope to survive the fallout when he walks away.I knew he was my boss.I knew he was
my brother's best friend.I knew he was a bad idea...But when he's 6'4" of solid muscle
And a filthy mouth that has you screaming his name...What's a girl to do?We laid out
the ground rules: 1. No feelings2. No commitments3. Nobody finds outIn my defense, I
tried to walk away.But the moment I tasted his lips, My fate was sealed, And my panties
melted.It was all just delicious fun, Until it wasn't.Now it's not only my heart on the line,
But his future at the company.I can't let him destroy his life for me.Instead, I'll break my
own heart and walk away.After all, we never promised each other forever.GRAB THIS
KINDLE MELTING STAND-ALONE, BILLIONAIRE BOSS ROMANCE TODAY! GET
READY TO SET YOUR SHEETS IN FIRE WITH THIS DELICIOUS STAND ALONE!
NO CLIFF-HANGERS, CHEATING AND OF COURSE A HAPPILY EVER AFTER.
New York Times and USA Today best-selling author Cynthia Eden continues her dark
and sexy "Mine" romantic suspense series with...MINE TO HOLD. She was one man’s
obsession… Nine years ago, Claire Kramer’s lover brutally killed her family, and he tried
to kill her. She escaped, but she’s been haunted ever since that attack. Too afraid to
trust another man and too worried that her past will catch up with her, Claire never gets
too close to anyone. But then she meets Noah York. He must have her. Noah York is a
man with secrets. The world sees him as a billionaire hotel tycoon, but Noah has a dark
and dangerous side. For years, he worked covert military operations before he built his
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fortune. When it comes to death, Noah is a master. He knows that he should steer clear
of Claire, but the white-hot attraction Noah feels for the delicate beauty is instant—and
consuming. He will never let her go. Someone else is just as consumed by
Claire—someone who will kill to possess her. And if Noah can’t stop the hunter in the
darkness, he may just lose the one woman that he can’t live without. Author’s Note:
MINE TO HOLD is a dark and sexy romantic suspense novel. It contains a twisted
killer, a hot hero, and a heroine who has been pushed to the edge. Adult language and
sexy situations are included. Please consider yourself warned. Other Books In Cynthia
Eden's "Mine" Series: MINE TO TAKE - Book One MINE TO KEEP - Book Two MINE
TO HOLD - Book Three MINE TO CRAVE - Book Four MINE TO HAVE - Book Five
Daisy wants his sister's best friend, Maria. She wants him to give her a chance to prove that
she could be everything he wants. Can she handle the fact he wants to be in control of
everything? Maria's tired of making the decisions. She yearns for a man who'll love her, protect
her, and stay faithful to her. She knows she's different, but she can be everything Daisy needs.
Taking time away from the club, Daisy gives them a chance to see if Maria can give him what
he wants, but also to show her he's the kind of man she craves. They're two unlikely souls that
are destined to be together. Their time together shows that, and love blooms more powerfully
than either could imagine. However, when Maria tells him the truth about the pain his sister
experienced, their peace comes crashing down around them. How can he trust Maria when
she kept Beth's secret from him? What will happen when Daisy goes after the man who
violated his sister? Is there any way these two, being so very different, can find love?
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"People wear masks. I cut them off.She doesn't know it, but she's already mine.They all are.
They cry. They scream. They beg for their lives.Truth of it is, they're all wearing masks. Even
me.I'm just the only one who's not afraid to look at what lies underneath.***My hands are tied
behind my back. Even if I could get loose, I'm locked inside the plastic surgeon's library.He's in
the next room.Killing someone.And if I said I wanted him to let me go, I'd be lying.Author's
Note: This is a dark romance novel with mature themes that might make some readers
uncomfortable. "
A chance encounter between a secretive billionaire and a plus-size PR expert could be the
perfect solution to both their problems - or a delicious scandal in the making - in New York
Times best-selling author J. S. Scott's new British Billionaires series....I am the type of woman
who always plays it safe. In my professional life as a public relations "fixer", and in my personal
life, especially when it comes to the opposite sex. Really, who needs the wild highs and the Iwant-to-die-because-he-left-me lows of a relationship? At least, that's what I thought...until I
met him. Damian No-Last-Name-Given is sexy as sin, and I'd developed some kind of weird,
instant attraction to him the moment he settled his chiseled body next to mine on a flight from
London to Los Angeles. His sexy British accent did crazy things to my previously dormant
female hormones, which had eventually led me to do the most impulsive thing I'd ever done in
my entire life. I kissed him while everyone else in business class was sleeping. Or had he
kissed me? All I knew was that we were both very willing participants, and that panty-melting
embrace had rocked my entire world while it was happening. Unfortunately, that moment of
spontaneity would haunt me once I found out Mr. British Hottie's true identity. He'd held his last
name back for a reason. Oh no, I couldn't make some once-in-a-lifetime misstep with an
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ordinary businessman. When I screwed up, it had to be one for the record books, and it had to
happen with one of the most powerful men in the world. And, oh yeah, he also absolutely had
to be the biggest man-whore on the planet. Once I knew the truth, I could have easily
convinced myself that the kiss wasn't all that earthshattering - if Damian Lancaster hadn't
boldly swaggered into my office the very next day to apologize, and to make me a business
offer I couldn't possibly refuse.... Goodbye sanity; hello madness.
My dream is about to become a reality: owning my own resort and spa.All I have to do is build
it. That's where she comes in.The strongest woman I've ever met but also one of the most
broken.She keeps her cards close to the vest, never revealing much about her past.Divorced,
no kids, and with a new career, she's on her way to a new and better life. A life I want to
become part of.Friendship blossoms into much more; the future looks bright for us.Only it
doesn't seem to be in her ex's plans for her to move on. Not with me. Not with anyone.Secrets
from her past threaten to break her further. She needs someone to protect her-to save her.She
needs me. I need her.Our love is strong. I have to make her see that we need each other; my
time to convince her is running out. Some things are too important to wait for.
When it comes to getting what he wants, Asher Barrington is a hammer who is known for
crushing his opponents. From the moment Emily walks into his office and challenges him,
winning takes on a whole new meaning. The only thing standing between Emily Harris and her
goal to open a museum for the blind is an arrogant, sexy as hell billionaire, who thinks sleeping
with her will not complicate the situation. He won't change. She won't back down. But together
they sizzle.
Three full-length novels full of steamy forbidden romances sure to warm you up. Don't miss out
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on these sexy billionaires and the ladies who’ve been forbidden to love them. Book One: The
Doctor’s Claim Billionaire trauma surgeon... You'd think it would get me some time off to enjoy
myself. Unfortunately, this holiday, I'm heading up to White Pines, Wisconsin to see my family.
I end up on the goddamn bus, protecting a cute little thing from an asshole who's getting
grabby. I don't take too kindly to people pawing at what's mine, and from the minute I lay eyes
on pretty Chloe Becker, I have a feeling she's meant to be mine. Then I find out she's got a
baby in her, and, other man's baby or no, something about a sweetly breeding girl just drives
me wild. She's an innocent girl, whose idea of fun is burgers and star gazing… Maybe before
the holiday season is over I can show her what kind of fun I like to get up to. Book Two:
Destined Desires What can I say about Cade Lowell? I can say that he's arrogant,
domineering, and is used to having things his own way. I would also have to say that he's hot
as hell and that absolutely nothing has changed since we broke up in high school—he leaves
me just as breathless and frustrated as he did back then, when he was the only one who had
ever touched me. He was just a boy the last time I saw him, but when I return to White Pines to
deal with my late grandmother's house, I realize that he's all man now! I feel electric when I’m
around him, and I can tell right away he wants me too, but there's more to love than heat. Will
he ever get past his arrogant ways to see that I want a say in things too? Book Three: Loved
One minute you’re having a great time living the playboy lifestyle, and the next an ex has a
tragic accident and leaves you with a 10-month-old kid! My new daughter Emma is cute as a
button, but I’m man enough to admit that I’m overwhelmed. Help appears in the form of the
angel next door, Shannon Becker, and though she’s confident in her maternal instincts, she
seems to have no idea just how drop-dead gorgeous she really is. I never knew that my type
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would be cute, pear-shaped, and a whiz with kids, but here it is. And before we go much
farther, I’m going to make Shannon mine. Hope she knows that ... If you love short romances
with insta love, hot love scenes, and a sweet story, then this is for you.
Joseph and George Anderson are once again back to match-making in the sixth book in The
Billionaire Bachelors Series. Bree has had enough of over-protective brothers and a meddling
father, so she decides to run to a small town, where she can prove she can make it on her
own. The only thing wrong with that situation is there's a stalker after her, determined to make
her his - or else end her life. George hires Chad, Mark's best friend and ex-Navy Seal to guard
Bree. She is furious about her father sending her a babysitter. Sparks and bullets fly between
Bree and Chad. Open the pages to find humor, love, mystery and so much more. Enjoy the
newest book in the bestselling romance series "Billionaire Bachelors"
They say I'm cold, say I'm unreadable. The man who built an empire one contract at a time. By
tearing others to the ground. I didn't lose sleep at night. Until a perfect creature stumbled into
my world. Olivia Granger is everything I'm not. She's warm, caring and this frozen heart of
mine starts to thaw. But everything she's worked for is about to crumble, and it's all because of
me. Business will always be business... Until it's not. Scroll up and click the buy button now...if
you dare!

Young Christmas Elf Christian is thinking of leaving the North Pole after this Christmas
due to his unrequited love for his best friend Alistair. But before he can make a decision
on his future, he finds himself in trouble with the dark-haired, sexy Head Elf Gabriel.
Trouble comes in the form of having to be the Head Elf’s assistant for the season, but
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after a kiss under the mistletoe, their relationship takes a naughty turn. By Christmas,
Christian only has eyes for Gabriel. Will the Head Elf return his feelings?
Telling my boss my BIGGEST secret was just one of many mistakes?#1 I revealed that
I was still a?you know what.#2 I also confessed I'd never experience the big O.#3 I
don't even have to spell it out do I?Look, I NEVER expected him to make it his mission
to help a girl out,But I can't say I haven't fantasized about it.Even when I want to slap
his arrogant face,I wouldn't mind tearing his suit off in the process.As much as I want to
let him take me in every way imaginable,My mission to find the big O,Quickly turns into
Oh shit!Falling for him wasn't part of the plan?or the agreement.Will I always just be
another conquest for my billionaire boss?Or can I fall out of his bed and into his heart?
Snowbound. Sounds so romantic, with visions of cuddling before a roaring fire, hot
chocolate spiked with brandy, and a secret elopement. Wait. What? My fiancé’s father
won’t stop trying to turn our pending wedding into a three-ring media circus so he can
get free publicity for his family’s Fortune 500 company. My mother has decided she’s
done with All Things Wedding and asks her teacup Chihuahua for mother-of-the-bride
advice. They’ve all gone certifiably mad. Then the stress from the wedding puts my
mother in the hospital, I scream at my future father-in-law in front of a camera crew and
the video goes viral, and the romantic wedding that started with Andrew’s grand Pride
and Prejudice proposal looks less like Jane Austen and more like Dostoyevsky. So
what do you do when you’re a fixer and you can’t fix something? You give up on it.
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Not on Andrew, silly. The wedding. Shopping for a CEO’s Wife is the 12th book in Julia
Kent’s New York Times bestselling Shopping series. As Shannon and Declan enjoy
their newlywed bliss, Andrew’s father wants to exploit Amanda and Andrew’s nuptials,
much to Amanda’s chagrin. Can she learn to stand up to her future father-in-law and
fight for what’s right? But the real question is: will Spritzy the teacup Chihuahua end up
being a flower girl?
When you grow up in the most feared mafia family, it's easy to identify the kind of men
that are bad news. They're the ones with experience. The ones with secrets. The ones
that exude sex just by saying your name. From the moment I laid eyes on Lorenzo, I
knew he wasn't just bad news. He was the headline. But my head and my heart are at
war. He's too mysterious, too gorgeous, too wild, and now, he wants me. I should run
far away. So why am I racing toward him? I'm totally going to get burned. I know it. A
man like Lorenzo won't leave me unscathed. He'll make ashes of me.
Sometimes you want someone so much... Sometimes you need someone so much...
Lust can become love. And love can turn into a deadly obsession. *** Skye Sullivan
knows that someone is watching her. Not just watching-stalking her. Months ago, Skye
was involved in a dangerous car accident. The accident ended her dancing career and
sent her fleeing back to Chicago. Skye is convinced that her stalker caused the crash,
and she fears that he won't stop pursuing her, not until she's dead. When someone
breaks into her apartment in Chicago, Skye turns to the one man she believes can
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protect her-Trace Weston. Once, Trace was her lover. Two lost souls, they'd come
together in a firestorm of need and desire. But then Trace had pushed her away. He'd
joined the military, vanishing from her life. She'd put all of her emotion into dancing, and
she'd tried to forget him. Now Trace is one of the most successful men in the United
States. Rich, driven, and carrying dark secrets, he agrees to help Skye. He'll protect her
from the danger that lurks in the darkness, but Trace wants more than to just be a
guard for Skye. He wants her. And he'll take her. The years have changed him,
hardened him. He's not just a poor kid from the streets any longer. Now, he can have
anything-or anyone-that he wants. And the one woman he has always wanted has just
come back into his life. He won't let her go again. But with the threats mounting against
Skye, she suspects that her stalker may be intimately close. He's a man who knows her
too well. As his attacks grow ever more dangerous, she realizes that if she trusts the
wrong man, she could be making a fatal mistake. Lust. Love. Obsession. Just how far
would you go in order to possess the one person you want the most?
Collects four novellas previously issued in the Billionaire's obsession series.
Ruby: my name is Ruby Kent, and I'm homeless, a virgin, and terrified when I'm
kidnapped by human traffickers and put up for sale on the auction block. I'm for sale to
the highest bidder, and I have no idea what my future will be, but I know it's not going to
be good. I'm waiting for a chance to escape, and that opportunity finally comes after I'm
bought and paid for. Unfortunately, I have no idea that Jett Lawson has been sent to
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rescue me, not hurt me, and even after we're both injured during my desperate attempt
to run away, he still wants to take care of me. Problem is, I have no idea how to trust
anyone, or let anybody help me. I've always been alone. It's safer that way.
Down on her luck, nursing student and full-time waitress Kara Foster gets a massive
blow to her already desperate financial situation that will surely find her living on the
streets. Needing nothing less than a miracle to save her, Kara gets rescue from an
unknown, unlikely and overwhelming source. Billionaire Simon Hudson makes her an
offer that is impossible to refuse, but terrifying to accept from a man that she's never
met. Will the handsome, alpha billionaire really be a solution to her problems, or will he
end up being a major complication and a danger to her emotional sanity? Reclusive
billionaire Simon Hudson would rather be behind a computer creating computer games
than rubbing elbows with the elite and he knows exactly what he wants...until he meets
Kara Foster. Something about Kara touches Simon in ways he's never experienced and
definitely doesn't like. For over a year, Simon watches over Kara, but stubbornly
refuses to admit his desire to possess her, not even to himself. But when she ends up
in a situation that could very well be her destruction, Simon steps up to help her, not
realizing that in saving Kara, he might very well be salvaging his own soul.
An Arranged Marriage Romance
New York Times and USA Today best-selling author Cynthia Eden continues her dark
and sexy “Mine” romantic suspense series with…MINE TO KEEP. Love is the most
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dangerous obsession… Skye Sullivan is trying to put the pieces of her life back together.
She survived a brutal stalker and escaped his abduction, and now she is looking to the
future—a future that includes Skye’s lover, billionaire Trace Weston. Skye thinks the
danger is finally over for her. She’s dead wrong. When Trace’s past comes back to
haunt him, Skye discovers that the man she loves isn’t quite who he seems to be.
Trace has been leading a double-life. An ex-special forces agent, his military training
turned him into the perfect killing machine. He made more than his share of enemies
during his time in the military—and as he built his security empire—and one of those
enemies is striking back. He won’t lose her. Skye is the one weapon that can be used
against Trace—his only vulnerability. But he won’t let her go—he can’t. Trace will do
anything necessary to protect Skye. Anything. Yet when she discovers the secrets that
he’s tried to keep hidden, Skye’s pain and rage may send her running directly into the
cross-hairs of a killer… Author's Note: MINE TO KEEP is a sexy romantic suspense
novel. It contains graphic violence, lots of strong language, and hot adult situations.
Please consider yourself warned. Other Books In Cynthia Eden's "Mine" Series: MINE
TO TAKE - Book One MINE TO KEEP - Book Two MINE TO HOLD - Book Three MINE
TO CRAVE - Book Four MINE TO HAVE - Book Five
He’s huge, growly, and takes what he wants. And oh yeah, he left me pregnant with his
son seven years ago. Jace and I were sweethearts during high school. He was the
proverbial bad boy from the wrong side of the tracks: hardened, fierce, with rough,
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strong hands, perfect lips, and a devastating need to claim. The man was huge.
Irresistible. … and all mine. But Jace left our small town to seek his fortune in the big
city, leaving me pregnant from our steamy encounters stolen at midnight. Now he’s
back and the minute he sees our son’s blue eyes, every cell in his body turns insanely
possessive. He’s back to take what’s his. To claim what belongs only to him. To brand
me as his with a searing kiss. And god help me, but I want to give him everything. Jace
isn’t going away because with two fierce words, the man has staked his claim: you’re
mine. Craving an alpha AF, growly bad boy with a sinful stare and a taste for curvy
women? Love secret babies and single dads with a crazy-as-hell possessive streak?
Then click READ for a book that will spontaneously combust in your inbox. Reader
beware. Not responsible for e-readers that short circuit. As with all my books, this one is
safe, with no cheating, and a HEA guaranteed.
If I wrote an autobiography of my life right now, I'd call it "Blackmailed by the
Billionaire". Ruthless, callous, and self-serving are the nicest words to describe the
powerful CEO who wants what's mine. He'll use any method at his disposal to emerge
victorious-including coercion. Okay, fine, I'll concede defeat, but as his interest pivots I
spot the opportunity for payback. And hell, I'm gonna take it. If you like your romances
full of angst, heat, and fast-serve banter, then you'll love Entrapped, the third book in a
brand-new six part billionaire romance series from International Bestselling Author
Tracie Delaney.One-click this enemies to lovers romance today.
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When the head of the Anderson family, Joseph, gets into a life-changing automobile
accident, his family struggles to find a way to survive if he doesn't come out of the coma
the accident has placed him in.This is the final book in the Billionaire Bachelors Series
by bestselling author, Melody Anne. Take the journey as the final Anderson, Austin, is
sent into a whirlwind of emotions as he chases the woman, Kinsey, he's falling in love
with. To make things even harder on him, he's dealing with the stress of possibly losing
his uncle.Listen to the heartfelt reminiscing of Katherine as she tells the story of her
romance with Joseph as she sits by his bedside, never losing faith that he'll come back
to her.Laugh along with the large family as they turn the tables and start plotting against
George as he tries to hide his growing feelings for Esther.This final chapter in the
Anderson family will leave you laughing, crying, and on a roller coaster of emotion as
you once again step back into the world of the Anderson's.Family always comes first to
the Multi-Billionaire's of Seattle.
The Billionaire Boy's ClubThe Complete Collection Vol I
He's a billionaire hiding a devastating diagnosis. She'll do whatever it takes to help her
sick, matchmaking mom. A freak accident throws them together, but will his big secret
tear them apart? When Ryan Lawson's business partners force him to go on a
wilderness retreat to come to terms with a shocking diagnosis, the last thing on Ryan's
mind is romance. But when he's stranded in the woods with a sweet young event
planner, all thoughts of business take a back seat to her girl-next-door appeal. Fresh off
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a bad breakup, Zara Georgopoulos comes to Vermont to help her terminally ill mom
work through her bucket list--not fall in love with a man who's the exact opposite of her
usual type. But when Ryan starts working his way into her heart with his kindness and
generosity, she needs to make a decision: Trust the biotech billionaire not to walk all
over her, or go back to guarding her heart. Stuck together in the wilds of Vermont, they
forge a tenuous connection. When Ryan finally shares the truth about his illness, will it
bring them closer together . . . or shatter Zara's trust in him for good? Inspired by 2
Corinthians 12:9, The Billionaire's Secret is a sweet inspirational romance with a
swoony hero, LOTS of entertaining banter, and a strong Christian message. Read it
today!
The truth may hurt, but lies kill. Secrets emerge. Shadows creep closer. And as the
sharks circle in the blood-tainted waters, William and Sophie are forced to cling to one
another. A home invasion exposes raw nerves that lead to a dangerous confrontation,
and Sophie is left to make the hardest choice of her life. Abandon all she knows to be
with William, or stand beside the man that raised her. A "Kind of" Billionaire Series:
Taking a Risk Safety in Numbers Pretend You're Mine SEARCH TERMS: sexy, hot and
steamy, sport romance, hired wife, fake girlfriend, happily ever after, sweet love story,
romance love, romance love triangle, new adult romance, billionaire obsession,
contemporary romance and sex, romance billionaire series, free kindle romance,
melody anne billionaire bachelors series, billionaire romance, holiday, holiday romance,
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romance, billionaire, true love, love and life, golf, bilionaire romance, dark romance,
romantic comedy, saga, women's saga, motorcycle club romance, FICTION / Romance
/ Contemporary FICTION / Romance / Military FICTION / Romance / New Adult
FICTION , Suspense, romantic suspense

Billionaire Romance: 5 Book Collection Enjoy the complete Billionaire Romance
collection by Simone Carter. 5 Books for the price of 1 and no cliffhangers.
Romance, Lust, Suspense, and Uncensored Scenes Book 1: Forbidden Lust
Sara inadvertently witnesses a man being shot by a group of men in suits, and
they see her. The men grab her and discuss how they can dispose of her. One of
the men pulls her to one side and away from everyone else. He then bundles her
into a car and they speed off. Is Sara being rescued or dragged into deeper
danger? Book 2: Fleeting Love Raine leaves her life behind in a sleepy English
village for a 12 month internship in New York at Cole Corporation. She
fortunately lands a role working closely with the powerful, sexy and mysterious
owner of the company, Luke. Despite her attraction to the masculine figure, she
remains professional, which is more than what can be said for Luke. When Luke
Coles wants something, he gets it. Can Raine ignore her impulses and avoid
temptation? Book 3: Mine, Always Childhood friends, Dwayne and Maria, spent
all their waking hours together. They couldn't imagine being apart, but an
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unexpected accident changed everything. As adults they came into contact with
each other once again, but this time as Billionaire boss and employee. Their
previous connection reignites. Can Maria remain professional, or will her intense
urges overpower her? Book 4: Bobbie and the Billionaire Bobbie quit her job in
NYC to move to LA and help support her sister and niece through a messy
divorce. Bobbie lands a job interview at a new Matchmaking site and experiences
a recruitment process like nothing else. Book 5: The Billionaire and the Babysitter
Billionaire playboy Jake has his world turned upside down when he becomes
responsible for the welfare of his nephew, DJ, following the murder of his
parents. With the help of DJ's babysitter, Jenna, they pick up the pieces, look
after the young boy, and seek to find the killer. WARNING - These stories contain
steamy scenes and are not suitable for all ages. 18+
Down on her luck, nursing student and full-time waitress Kara Foster gets a
massive blow to her already desperate financial situation that will surely find her
living on the streets. Needing nothing less than a miracle to save her, Kara gets
rescue from an unknown, unlikely and overwhelming source. Billionaire Simon
Hudson makes her an offer that is impossible to refuse, but terrifying to accept
from a man that she's never met. Will the handsome, alpha billionaire really be a
solution to her problems, or will he end up being a major complication and a
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danger to her emotional sanity? Reclusive billionaire Simon Hudson would rather
be behind a computer creating computer games than rubbing elbows with the
elite and he knows exactly what he wants...until he meets Kara Foster.
Something about Kara touches Simon in ways he's never experienced and
definitely doesn't like. For over a year, Simon watches over Kara, but stubbornly
refuses to admit his desire to possess her, not even to himself. But when she
ends up in a situation that could very well be her destruction, Simon steps up to
help her, not realizing that in saving Kara, he might very well be salvaging his
own soul. The Billionaire's Obsession Series: The Billionaire's Obsession - Simon
Heart Of The Billionaire - Sam The Billionaire's Salvation - Max The Billionaire's
Game - Kade Billionaire Undone - Travis Billionaire Unmasked - Jason Billionaire
Untamed - Tate Billionaire Unbound - Chloe Billionaire Undaunted - Zane
Billionaire Unknown - Blake Billionaire Unveiled - Marcus Billionaire Unloved Jett Billionaire Unchallenged - Carter
Passions are reignited as Ian and Francesca return to face intimate secrets that
threatened to keep them apart, but an even darker threat emerges which could
separate the two lovers forever.
Finally, a second chance. Yeah I'm rich, but it doesn't fucking matter if I'm empty
inside. Harper is the only woman who has ever filled this crater in my chest and
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she just walked into my resort after 10 years. One look from her still makes me
hard in two seconds flat. In high school, I followed Harper around like a dog
wanting a bone. But I was too much of a dick to treat her the way she deserved,
and now her guard is up. She can hate me all she wants. We're drawn together
like magnets. And my instincts to possess her are fucking savage. This time
she's mine.
Trust is a word I erased from my vocabulary six years ago. That's what happens
when your wife leaves you alone to raise your one-year-old daughter. I have no
interest in relationships or dating. That's a figment from my past. Until her.
Harlow. The woman that fate placed in my path during a chance meeting. She's
warm, kind-hearted, beautiful, and caring. Everything my ex-wife isn't. Suddenly, I
find myself wanting to live again, to breathe, to indulge in the future. Yet, the
moment I dare to take a step forward, I'm pulled back into my past. Now I'm at
risk of losing it all. Including her, my Harlow.If you like stories full of emotion,
heat, tension, and a guaranteed HEA, then you'll love, Enraptured, the second
book in a brand-new six part billionaire romance series from International
Bestselling Author Tracie Delaney.One-click this single-dad romance with all the
feels today.
My boyfriend's billionaire boss always gets what he wants. Menacingly handsome
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and unquestionably powerful, Theo Whitman need only snap his fingers to have
a flock of supermodels fall at his feet. So when his steel gray eyes first meet
mine, I expect him to pass right over me, to not give so much as a second
thought to my presence. Instead, he sees me. Truly sees me. And for a girl who
prefers to hide behind her camera lens, it's the most unnerving experience of my
life. Until he asks me to stay on his yacht for the summer. All I have to do to earn
my keep is be Theo's on-call photographer when he has guests, and I'll get a free
ride through the Mediterranean with my boyfriend. Easy peasy. Still, my skin
prickles in warning when I say yes. As the humid days fade into balmy nights, I
can't seem to avoid Theo. And when he finds me, it's like a rabbit running into a
wolf. His intense gaze immobilizes me. The way he speaks strips me bare. Every
brush of his skin sears me like a violent flame. My boyfriend's billionaire boss
always gets what he wants. And this time, I think he wants me.
Four bossy billionaires have met their matches in these four steamy sweet
interconnected romances.This collection includes the books of Gia's Billionaire
Boy's Club series in one volume. She's Mine - AngelThe first thing I learned
about West St. Vincent, was the size of protection he used. Extra extra large, if
you're curious.I also learned that he usually dated willowy blondes with a surgery
face, vapid expressions, and a vomit-worthy tendency to simper at his feet.My
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name is Angel DeMarco, and I've never simpered.A simple fact that's about to
get me in a whole lot of trouble.Already His - MiaI'm the good girl.I work hard, go
home for lunch on Sunday, and never, ever forget myself in the back of a town
car with a taciturn billionaire lawyer who just happens to be the best man to my
maid of honor.Yep, that didn't happen, and even if it did... it doesn't matter,
because I've got an arranged date to focus on and a job measuring inseams to
get back to.So what if Elliot Winter is the hottest, bossiest alpha male to cross my
path in forever.I'm the good girl...right?Bought and Paid For - JackThey call me
the blue-collar billionaire, a self-made man who hates people... they might be
right.But when I see Clara, I don't care about any of that. I have to have her, even
if it means bidding on her at auction.She's blue-blood and refinement, manners
and poise, and when she says we are from different worlds, I don't care.Clara is
everything I want. No one sees the real her as I do.I want to worship and adore
her, but first, I need to show her that I mean what I say...And I say she's
mine.Until Her - GreysonIt started with a ruse. It was just a game, a play, a way
to land a new client and then...Tessa walked into my office.With a body made to
be touched, and an innocent smile that destroyed me, I knew in that moment I
would do anything to make our little game a reality.I want my ring on her finger
and I won't let anybody stand in my way.She doesn't see herself clearly, she has
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no idea of her allure and I'm going to show her just how special she is.Getting her
to pose as my fiancé is just the start.Now I have her, I'm not letting her go.Extra
steamy. No cliffhanger. HEA guaranteed.If you like OTT billionaires who fall fast
and hard for a lucky girl and take no excuses or prisoners in their pursuit, then
follow me and never miss a release!
He stole my heart. I'll steal everything else. Hunter Campbell is ridiculously
wealthy, totally full of himself, and completely, deliciously lickable. It's no wonder
women are lining up at the chance to win his heart. But not me, I'm not here for
his love.I'm here for his whole freakin' island. See, I grew up in paradise, right up
until his family ripped it away from us. Now I'm stuck with nothing, while my
playboy stepbrother lives the life that was supposed to be mine. And I want it
back. All I have to do is keep my hands off his chiseled, inked-up body long
enough to sneak back into his life, find the proof I need to reclaim my birthright,
and get away before he catches on. Simple. Except my plan seemed a lot easier
before he kissed me. Not to mention the mud-wrestling. Oh, and the skydiving.
Did I mention skinny dipping? Things got complicated, okay?
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